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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Social Media Best Practices brown bag is intended to educate security professionals about how to mitigate against risks that employees face using social media. As members of the defense industrial base are prime targets from many adversaries whether terrorists, hacktivists, criminals, or foreign intelligence services. All are using social media as an attack vector to penetrate our defenses. Learn more about this online threat and how to protect yourself, company, and national security during this brown bag.



Objectives 

• Recent Headlines 
• Breadth & Depth of Social 

Media Today  
• Spying on the Internet and the 

Threat of Social Media 
• Case Studies 
• What should I do? 
• Resources 
• Questions 
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The Social Media Revolution 

““We want to connect everyone in the world and give people 
the tools to share whatever they want” 
 -- Mark Zuckerburg, Facebook CEO, Sept. 2013 
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How much of a priority is security when 
you are “connecting” everyone in the world? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media services allow people to connect through the Internet and mobile devices to create, share or exchange information, career interests, ideas, and pictures and videos.Social media has become a big part of our lives ranging from simple activities like posting baby pictures, planning a high school reunions, or staying in touch with service members abroad. Other applications include managing careers (LinkedIn) marketing and branding purposes (I understand Kylie Jenner 60 Million followers across FB, Instagram, and Twitter) to information sharing (DSS & NCMS awareness). But there are also geo-political applications like the Arab Spring and even much more dangerous like ISIS and Al Qaeda recruiting purposes.



Recent Headlines 
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China reportedly compiling 'Facebook' of U.S. government employees 
By Catherine Herridge, Matthew Dean Published September 16, 2015 
FoxNews.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see from recent headlines everyone should understand the threats that are out there. Twitter, LinkdIn, Facebook and all of the other social media sites are a treasure trove of information for anyone seeking intelligence on another person. The term Social Media is used to describe interactions between individuals through electronic means so for the purposes of this briefing I would also like you to keep email and text messaging practices in mind.An organization called the Transparency Toolkit used LinkedIn to collect over 27,000 resumes from people working in the U.S. intelligence community. By analyzing them, it uncovered new surveillance programs, secret code words, companies that help with surveillance and, of course, personal information about signals intelligence analysts. A recent investigation has revealed that Security Professional, That’s you and I. are being targeted on LinkedIn. We will also discuss the datamining happening to the Intelligence Community on Linkdin. We will touch on the OPM hacking that will affect almost everyone attending this briefing and we will discuss the hacking of the CENTCOM Twitter account by ISIS sympathizers...

http://www.foxnews.com/archive/catherine-herridge
http://www.foxnews.com/archive/matthew-dean
http://www.foxnews.com/
http://www.foxnews.com/archive/catherine-herridge


Social Engineering = Breaches 
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• 47% of data breaches from malicious or criminal attack 
• The most common type of these include phishing/social engineering 

and malware infections 
 

 

Ponemon Institute 2015 Cost of Data Breach Study. 

“We analyzed APT-related spear-phishing emails collected…we found that 91% of 
targeted attacks involve spear-phishing emails, reinforcing the belief that spear 
phishing is a primary means by which APT attackers infiltrate target networks.”  -- 
Trend Micro Incorporated Research Paper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A point we want to make today, is about the direct link between social media and the unintentional insider threat.



Some types of social media risks 

• Reputation/Brand as an asset 
– Social media shapes opinion 

• Data Loss 
– Proprietary data, PII 

• Piracy Infringement 
– Utilizing protected info w/o permission, be careful 

• Corporate Espionage 
– Stealing sensitive data and IP 

• Reconnaissance 
– Social media creates exposure points, forums, blogs 

• Information Leakage 
– Unintentional disclosure, incorrectly released 
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Who uses Social Media?  

• Social media has gone 
from nothing to a 
majority of users in less 
than 10 years, reports 
Pew Research 

• Only group where it is 
not a majority of users 
is age 65+, and that’s at 
46% 

• Mobile devices 
contribute to the 
increase of social media 
popularity as users 
share their experiences 
on the go 
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Source: Pew Research, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic illustrates the explosive growth of social networking over the past 10 years. Also important, how mobile devices are driving this growth, which presents a whole other set of dangers.



Social Media and Age Groups 

• The average 18-24-year old has 649 Facebook Friends 
• How well do they “know” these people? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the younger generation is tops, the purpose of this slide is really to drive home the sheer number of “friends” we all have. Do we really know all these people?Important also, we need to be sure to make an extra effort to reach out to the Milenials and younger generations within our companies who have a different relationship with social media than we do.



By the Numbers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think we can all find ourselves represented somewhere on this slide.



What does Social Media Spying Look Like? 

• Unfortunately, it looks a lot like deliberate friendships and 
business relationships! 
– Want to be your friend, or in your network, or follows you on 

Twitter 
– Wants to network with your connections 
– Seems genuinely interested in what you do and where you work 
– Asks you to share papers and presentations – “elicitation” 
– Sends you links to articles or web sites 
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• Social media spies are just like real spies, only you never meet them 
• Sometimes, they actually ARE real spies 



Why is this Important to us? 

• Our companies are part of the American Defense Industrial Base (DIB), an 
integral part of national security. 

– The DIB has been referred to as “the soft underbelly” of national security. 
– Defense contractors face the same Intelligence threats that American soldiers, 

diplomats and spies face, every day. 
• In a post-Cold-War era, the threats to national security are greater than 

ever: 
– Our enemies spy on us to learn what we will do, steal our technology, and deny 

us the ability to resist should war occur. 
– Our allies spy on us to understand our intentions and the limitations of our 

friendships. 
– Our competitors spy on us to steal our technology, and our people. 
– Terrorists and criminals attack us to steal, undermine, discredit or destroy that 

which we build. 
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Spying & Espionage Online 

• Each year US Industry loses $100s Billions to cyber crime whether from 
terrorists, hacktivists, criminals, or foreign intelligence services 

• There are many threats to contend with: 
– Spies who deliberately target our employees 
– Viruses and botnets that send our data to other agents. 
– Agents who buy information from other agents to target us, our families and 

friends. 
• There is an entire marketplace involved in buying and selling your 

information: 
– Used extensively by criminals, but spies play there too. 

• The social network makes spying 100x more efficient: 
– Much easier and cheaper to connect to people online than in person. 
– They don’t generally distinguish between “family”, “friends” or “acquaintances”. 

Everyone you’re connected to can see everything. 
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Case Study: Robin Sage 

Meet Robin Sage: 
• 25 years old, with a degree from MIT and 10 years of 

work experience. 
• Accounts on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, others. 
• In 2009, she appeared in social media and contacted 

nearly 300 people in security, military, intelligence and 
defense contractors. 

• She received invitations to do consulting work, 
dinners and conferences. 

• She obtained access to email addresses, bank 
accounts and locations of military units from 
Facebook photos. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using those contacts, Ryan befriended men and women of all ages during a 2 month period. Almost all of them were working for the United States military, government or companies (amongst the only organizations that did not befriend Sage were the CIA and the FBI[1]). Using these contacts, Ryan gained access to email addresses and bank accounts as well as learned the location of secret military units based on soldiers' Facebook photos and connections between different people and organizations. She was also given private documents for review and was offered to speak at several conferences

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Robin_Sage.png


Case Study: Robin Sage 

Who is she really? 
• White hat hacker Thomas Ryan. 
• Her name is taken from the “Robin Sage” 

training exercise for Special Forces candidates. 
• Her home address was at the Blackwater main 

office. 
• Ten years in the industry at 25 … hmmm. 
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Case Study: Robin Sage 

• Ryan presented these findings at the Black Hat conference as an example of the 
threat of social networking. 
 

• His experiment exposed the weaknesses of the human element, even in national 
defense and intelligence communities. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ryan presented his findings[4] as a speaker at the "Black Hat" conference in Las Vegas with a presentation he called "Getting in bed with Robin Sage".[2][3] He explained that his short experiment proves that seemingly harmless details shared via social networking pages can be harmful but also that many people entrusted with vital and sensitive information would share this information readily with third parties, provided they managed to capture their interest. He concluded that his findings could have compromised national security if a terrorist organization had employed similar tactics.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Robin_Sage.png


Case Study: “Newscaster” 

• Iranian project “Newscaster” 
 

– Campaign conducted from 2011 until 2014 
– Revealed by ISIGHT Partners in May, 2014 
– Created more than a dozen fake personas on social networking sites. 
– Used Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, others. 
– Targeted more than 2,000 people in US military, diplomats, Congress, 

journalists, US think tanks and defense contractors. 
– Created legitimate-looking web sites to support the ruse. 
– Sent targets to web sites that stole their logon credentials and installed 

malware on their computers. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of three years, Iranian hackers created and maintained an elaborate network of false media personas. These personas were substantiated with social media profiles and a fake news website. The objective was to connect with targets in the defense and diplomatic fields to collect strategic intelligence. The hackers took their time making connections and faking legitimacy, making the social engineering aspect resourceful and effective. The operation consisted of: •The false “NewsOnAir.org” website with military and diplomatic content •14 associated LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook accounts with over 2000 professional connections •Targeting of connections with spear phishing “Newscaster” highlighted the ability of malicious actors to leverage social networks and create a convincing backstory for targets.•The hackers would initially send the targets content that was not malicious, such as links to news articles on NewsOnAir.org, in a bid to establish trust. Then they would send links that infected PCs with malicious software, or direct targets to web portals that ask for network log-in credentials, iSight said.•Hackers’ targets include a four-star U.S. Navy admiral, U.S. lawmakers and ambassadors, members of the U.S.-Israeli lobby, and personnel from Britain, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan.

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Iran.svg&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=ZL6gU_LuHKP58AH_qoGwDg&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&sig2=yg_DkwcBwgIFdZl8PQO2Pw&usg=AFQjCNG9rALq2Z87a0osH-NRbhVu0Gk0rw


LinkedIn Sockpuppets 

• On September 3rd 2015, F-Secure reported that multiple 
LinkedIn accounts targeted numerous security specialists in 
an attempt to map their social graphs. 
 

• Each recruiter account is focused on a particular type of 
Security Specialist. 
 

• Jennifer and the other recruiter accounts have since been 
deleted. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have heard the term Sockpuppet or the term Catfish that was recently made popular by the TV show of the same name. but what is catfishing or what is a sockpuppet. Well they are both terms to describe an online identity used for purposes of deception. The term originally referred to a false identity assumed by a member of an Internet community who spoke to, or about, themselves while pretending to be another person.  On the TV show "catfish" a person creates a fake personal profile on social media using someone else's pictures and false biographical information to pretend to be someone else.In September of this year it was detected by F-Secure, an online security company based in Finland, that there were multiple accounts on Linkedin that appeared to be targeting security professionals in an attempt to map their social graph. Several of their researchers received LinkedIn Invitations from recruiters from a staffing company called Talent Src. F-Secure decided to investigate these invitations a little closer. They found that each recruiter focused on a specific specialty such as Penetration Testing, Malware Analysis, Digital Forensics, or in the case of our recruiter, Jennifer White, Mobile Security.Shortly after F-Secure began to investigate the recruitment invitations the recruiter accounts from Talent Src were all deleted from LinkedIn.



LinkedIn Sockpuppets 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s take a look at our recruiter, Jennifer White. She has an impressive title, Mobile Security Talent Acquisition, and the areas of interest hit on a lot of security buzz words such as Internet of things, Advanced malware reverse engineering, Penetration testing, Malware analysis, Forensics and other areas of interest to security professionals.Jennifers Profile summary says that their mission statement is simple….to establish trusting and healthy relationships with the best talent in the world. That sounds like a great company to work for doesn’t it? Let’s take a closer look at Talent Src.



LinkedIn Sockpuppets 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At first sight the company looks legitimate with its powerful mission statement cool buzz words like Social Engineering Bleeding Edge Technology, Micro Niche skills, and specializing in Cyber Security and Penetration Testing. The website looks legitimate with the only red flag being that the company is relatively new, being founded in 2015. A quick search revealed that the company is also known as Talent Sources. A quick look at the Talent Sources logo reveals that it isn’t original at all. This could be a sign that the company is a “front” or dummy company. When you compile this with the fact that their Twitter account is simply an “egg” you should start to get your radar pinging.



LinkedIn Sockpuppets 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we look at Jennifer's colleagues each recruiter is focused on a particular type of security specialty. F-Secure did an image search on the recruiters with photo’s. The search came back negative. This was a good sign that this may be a legitimate company but a reverse image search on Alex, John, Monika, and Sylvia revealed that the photos had mirror copies on Instagram under different profiles as well as a legitimate LinkedIn account. This is a clear indication that the company is probably a front created to gather information. As you can tell the adversaries are getting more sophisticated in their intelligence gathering. Here they don’t ever have to gain access to your computer because you’re going to give them what they want voluntarily. 



Case Study: CentCom Social Media 

• On January 11, 2015 the United States Central Command- CENTCOM – 
had their social media home page on Twitter and YouTube. 
 

• The webpages were “Hacked” for around 30 minutes 
 

• The webpages were eventually taken down for several hour. 
  
• During the hack, tweets contained what appeared to be military plans and 

contact information for military officials -- one posting even showed what 
appeared to be an image from a computer webcam in a military facility. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In January of this year the social media accounts run by the United States Central Command had their Twitter and YouTube accounts hacked. This hack resulted in CENTCOM taking down the affected pages for several hours. Although this was considered a surface attack the images of the inside of a military installation taken from the webcam of a networked computer were somewhat alarming. The group responsible for the breach also posted phone numbers and addresses of high ranking military officials.



CyberCaliphate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the image that the hackers put up on the CENTCOM twitter account. ( PAUSE ) I think this speaks for itself. If you notice in the bottom right corner the news feed is about the Pentagon being hacked.



Case Study: CENT Social Media 

• The “Hack” happened due to weak password authentication. 
 

• CENTCOM had multiple system administrators for their social media 
accounts 
 

• No Classified material was compromised 
 

• Although it was embarrassing to CENTCOM, the hack had little to 
no affect on operations. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hack happened due to information obtained through social media. One of the many system administrators emailed his password to his personal gmail acct. this was intercepted and when used in conjunction to his user ID, the same one he used for most of his accounts, gave the hackers access as an account administrator.The Department of Defense is currently running close to a thousand social media accounts in an official capacity so having one account hacked isn’t unexpected. The problem with this hack is that CENTCOM ‘s Area of Responsibility includes countries in the Middle East, North Africa, and Central Asia, most notably Afghanistan and Iraq so even though there was no classified information taken, it was an embarrassing situation for the United States throughout the Middle East. The CENTCOM Social Media accounts reside on public servers as opposed to residing on a CENTCOM or DoD server so the hackers never had access to government information.  CENTCOM is currently operating Social Media in eight different languages, in contrast ISIS has social media accounts in 23 different languages so in terms of damage control it’s safe to say ISIS won this battle.



Case Study: OPM Hack 
 

• The OPM Hack started in 2013 and lasted well over a one year period. 
• It was originally reported that the breach released the Personally 

Identifiable Information of 4.2 million current and former federal 
employees. 

• ABC News later reports that 25 Million people have been compromised 
in the OPM hack.  

• OPM later puts the total # affected at 21.5 Million because some people 
were hacked twice. 

• 21.5 million equates to around 9% of the adult population of the U.S. 
• The breach exposed SF-86 information including Foreign Contacts, 

Foreign Travel, Names and Details of relatives, arrest Records, 
Psychiatric and mental health issues, Financial issues, Infidelity or 
other transgressions. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intrusion we refer to as the OPM hack was discovered when they were making security changes to their system. The reason they were making the security changes was because they were responding to another intrusion by a completely separate group. It has been determined that the larger hack started in December 2013 and lasted until June 2015. The information taken includes information and supporting documentation pertaining to your SF86. As we all know this information is more detailed than what is commonly obtained through your average information hack. Because of its size and sophistication, the breach has been attributed to a nation, most likely China. If that’s true the information taken will most likely be used for blackmail purposes or to locate intelligence agents abroad.The initial number of people affected varied widely from OPM’s estimate of 4 million  to the 25 million reported by ABC News. OPM put the final estimate at 21.5 million……because some records were breached twice.21.5million equates to around 9% of the adult population of the United States.To make matters worse, in an Executive Summary dated November 2014, The Inspector General cited eleven deficiencies related to the security of OPM’s network and protection of sensitive information.



Case Study: OPM Hack 

• What can our adversaries do by combining the OPM breach data, 
with information shared on social media? 

– Greatly increase social engineering opportunities 
– Likely will target users home computers 
– Use much more sophisticated spear-phishing schemes 
– Better understand your more recent personal habits 
– Combine this data with medical data obtained from recent Anthem attack 

targeting federal employees 
– Target subjects for blackmail 
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“We analyzed APT-related spear-phishing emails collected…we found that 91% of targeted 
attacks involve spear-phishing emails, reinforcing the belief that spear phishing is a primary 
means by which APT attackers infiltrate target networks.”  -- Trend Micro Incorporated 
Research Paper 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you take the information obtained in the OPM hack and compile it with information you provide on your social media accounts it will greatly increase your social media graph and enlarges you digital footprint. It will also enable adversaries to better understand your personal and digital habits and will allow them to develop more sophisticated attacks such as spear phishing or malvertizing spoofs.If it was China who obtained the information it is likely they will share or sell some of the information with other governments or entities that would like to harm our country or our citizens. This exponentially expands the amount of adversaries that will most likely use this information to blackmail individuals.  



What can I do? 
• Remember that social media is a potential threat: 

– Your online activities may inadvertently expose excessive information about your 
identity, location, relationships, and affiliations, creating an increased risk of 
identity theft, stalking, or being targeted. 

– The threats are the same online as they are in-person. 
– But online those threats are easier, faster, bigger and cheaper than in-person. 

• Use good sense: 
– An embarrassing comment or image will come back to haunt you… one 

day…when you least expect it…at the least opportune time.  
– Treat online posts as if they were completely public. 
– Choose your online “friends” as carefully as your in-person friends. 
– Review your social media privacy settings frequently 

• Always be cautious: 
– Remember that “bad guys” are out there and targeting people like us. 
– Guard your credentials, and remember that your friends’ credentials can be 

stolen and used to target you, as well. 
– As Ronald Reagan said, “Trust … But Verify.” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What everyone needs to remember is that anything you offer online can expose information that in itself or compiled with other information can reveal things about you or your family that you don’t want to be known, whether it’s your location or your relationship status.Also remember that information on the internet moves much, much faster than word of mouth.Always use caution when choosing your online friends. Much like sockpuppets and catfishing the person you think your communicating with may not be who you think they are.Also, Check your privacy settings frequently and change you settings in accordance with the directives that we will be providing at the end of this presentation.  



 
Recommendations:  
 

Do not: 
• Post anything you would be embarrassed to see on the evening news.  
• Post Smartphone photos (GPS) and don’t use your face as a profile photo, 

instead, use cartoons or avatars. 
• Accept friend/follower requests from anyone you do not know; 

independently verify identities.  
• Post personally identifiable information (PII). 
• Allow others to tag you in images they post.  
• Use third-party applications; if needed, do not allow them to access your 

social networking accounts, friends list or address books. 
• Use the save password, remember me or keep me logged in options.  
• Use the same password for all of your accounts. Make sure the passwords 

for your financial sites are not permutations of your other passwords.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see there are a lot of recommendations to help protect you while your on social media. Some are common sense security practices such covering your camera when not in use or not posting personally Identifiable Information. Some items that you don’t commonly think about like allowing people to tag you in photos or allowing third party apps to access your social media accounts. Allowing third party apps to access your SM accounts will give them access to your friends and contact information.



 
Recommendations:  
 
Do: 
• Be cautious when accessing online accounts from public Wi-Fi connections. 
• Use strong, unique passwords. Consider passphrases for an additional level 

of safety.  
• Keep anti-virus software current.  
• Be cautious about the images you post. What is in them may be more 

revealing than who is in them. Images posted over time may form a 
complete mosaic of you and your family.  

• Cover your camera when not in use. 
• Use secure browser settings when possible and monitor your browsing 

history to ensure that you recognize all access points. 
• Ensure that your family takes similar precautions with their accounts; their 

privacy and sharing settings can expose your personal data. 
• Report contact with foreign nationals. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again some of these are common sense such as public Wi-Fi. As security professionals we warn our employees not to access public wi fi while traveling abroad but then we will log on to our social media accounts at Starbucks without even thinking the dangers are the same as we warn others about. Just because we’re in the continental US we feel somehow safer.Never EVER use the save user name and password options. PERIOD. This would be the equivalent of leaving your keys in your cars ignition with the door open and then shocked that your car was stolen.Use strong passwords or use pass phrases.  (2BEEornot2B)Keep your Anti Virus and operating systems updates current.Teach your family to take the same precautions to protect themselves and also to help protect information about you that they may have. This could include personally identifiable information or more likely that embarrassing picture taken last New Years Eve or that other one…..you know that one.One recommendation that Marcus and I discussed is having another security professional that you may be friends with take a look at your social media accounts from a security or adversarial standpoint to see if there is information out there that shouldn’t be especially your on your LinkedIn profile. Sometimes we’re too close to the information to realize what or how we are putting it out there. 



Resources 

• NCMS Best Practices Committee Portal 
– https://www.classmgmt.com/MembersOnly/bp_committee.asp 

• Social Media Policy Template 
• U.S. Army Cyber Crime Prevention Flyers & Tip Cards 
• Social Networking V1.0 

– CDSE Course 

• Guide to Keeping your Social Media Accounts Secure 
– defense.gov  

• Social networking privacy: How to be safe, secure, and social  
– Privacy Rights Clearinghouse privacyrights.org  

• DHS ST06-003 Staying Safe on Social Media Sites  
– https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST06-003  

• Subscribe to a social media management service provider to better analyze and 
understand social media conversations 

• Report Incidents 
– http://www.ic3.gov  
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http://www.cdse.edu/shorts/cybersecurity.html
http://www.cdse.edu/shorts/cybersecurity.html
http://www.cdse.edu/shorts/cybersecurity.html
http://archive.defense.gov/documents/Secure_Social_Media_Accounts_v6.pdf
http://archive.defense.gov/documents/Secure_Social_Media_Accounts_v6.pdf
https://www.privacyrights.org/social-networking-privacy#types
https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/ST06-003
http://www.ic3.gov/


Questions? 
Contact Information: 
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